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IN OUR MARCH ISSUE:
WELCOME WEEK

.

Hear all about the first
week of fun organized
for our students upon
arrival to their new
home city.

CULTURAL VISITS
AND TRIPS

See the different guided
tours our Spring
students have taken
during their first month
in Seville.

Cultural Visit to Seville's Alcázar palace.

EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITES

Learn all about the
activities in which our
students have taken part
in this month!

UPCOMING NEWS

Read about what's new and
coming at the ICS this
Spring semester.

STUDENT CORNER

This semester the ICS has two bloggers
from the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
Read this month: "Week of Welcome"
by Isabel Feldman, and "Scoping out
Andalucía" by Rhea Saura.

To view all of our student blogs visit: ics-seville.org/blogs
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Visit to the ancient Roman city of Itálica.

Spring Semester Welcome Week
Click here to visit our Facebook for more pictures and details
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STUDENT CORNER: Isabel Feldman (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Week of Welcome.

Finally! My only thought as I stepped off the long chain of flights to
Seville. Finally, I had arrived in the city that I had decided upon, prepared for,
researched and studied for months. Finally I was going to start my classes, my
new routine, meet my new friends and of course experience Seville! I hopped in
a taxi and requested he take me to my homestay Genaro Parlade of which I
butchered horribly and said something along the lines of “Granada Parlour”.
Thankfully, my driver just giggled and inferred where I was intending. I was
greeted by my new roommate Mel whom my new host mother, Maria Jose,
laughed at the similarity of our names (Mel and Bel). After a full bowl of warm
Garbanzo Bean soup, delicious vegetable pot roast and a shower, I was asleep.
Welcome Week began and placed itself as one of my all time favorite weeks of
my life! This week was filled with so many amazing events to help us become
accustomed to our new home. We walked to the ICS to take care of some
academic and orientation business, and then we were off to a week of
friendship, exploring, touring, walking, boating, and of course eating. We got
to see some of the most amazing buildings including Cathedrals and the Plaza
de España, we learned so much history and language with our experienced
guides as we would walk through this ancient city. We learned about Seville's
Arabic culture with tea and belly dancing. We learned all about the legends
and myths of the city all the while making some of the most amazing friends
and connections.
Despite all of these amazing experiences, however, the Flamenco Show was by far my favorite event. The
audience in this aged theater was lively with drinks in hand when abruptly the lights were shut off and a
woman slowly and dramatically walked from across the room, up the stairs and onto the stage to introduce
the artists of the evening. Silenced by the drama, we watched as a guitarist, and two singers followed in
the woman's trail, tuned their instruments and began. The guitarist began alone and slowly was
accompanied by periodic clapping and occasional murmeres from the singers. Still in a trance we jumped
as the flamenco dancers ran onto the stage with a burst of sound and speed and began dancing in a way
that can only be described as passionate tapping, stomping, clapping and snapping. By the end of the
performance, all of the artists on the stage were singing, playing, and dancing with such passion, talent
and rhythm that I noticed my mouth had literally fallen agape. The music, traditional costumes and pure
passion of the performance will be a memory that will remain with me forever. As the show began, I
remember having an immense feeling of gratitude that finally I was in Spain.
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STUDENT CORNER: Rhea Saura (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Scoping Out Andalucía.
February in Seville, four weeks into the semester. This
first month has been filled with a lot of exploring. So
far, I have seen many different sides of Andalusia.
From checking out the historic Roman remains in
quiet Italica to walking around the bustling city of
Córdoba, Andalusia has a lot of character!

Goodbye party

Two weeks ago, my friends and I decided to take a day
trip to a city that I’ve only heard good things about,
Cádiz. With no plan or agenda for what we wanted to
do there, we took an hour train ride from Sevilla and
spent the day wandering around in Cádiz. It was great!
From what I’ve seen of Andalusia so far, Cádiz is my
favorite city. It seemed as though Cádiz has a very
traditional Spanish spirit to it. Things felt as though
they were calmer and move slower there plus having
beach access made the city 10x better for me. My
friends and I decided to grab breakfast at a small cafe
right outside of the Cádiz Cathedral and the
environment felt absolutely perfect. The sun was out,
there was a man playing the saxophone right in front
of us and I was drinking a good cup of coffee
accompanied by Paella, a good Sunday.

Another highlighted excursion that we went on was
last Friday. A group of ICS students, including myself,
decided to explore what is ranked the third most
dangerous hike in the world: El Caminito Del Rey, just
outside the city of Málaga. It was a breathtaking and
beautiful place to see. A giant portion of the hike
consisted of scaling a tiny path hanging on the rock
wall through a massive gorge. I had never done
anything like that before and I wish that I had had
more time to explore the place longer.
Following the recurring theme of being in awe, ICS
took us on a weekend tour of Itálica and Córdoba.
Both were truly incredible. We took a short bus ride
to the small quiet town of Itálica to visit the Roman
ruins and remains of a village there that has been
protected and was left untouched. It was right next to
a beautiful field of yellow flowers which I thought
were as remarkable as the artifacts themselves! The
next day we visited Cordoba where we got a tour of
the famous and giant Mosque of Cordoba, and toured
the remarkable ancient Jewish quarters. So far, I can
honestly say that Andalucía is simply awe-inspiring!
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C U L T U R A L

V I S I T S

VISITING A CITY RICH IN
HISTORY
Guided tours by Professors John Boyle and
Rocío Rojas-Marcos

Click on pictures to see Facebook albums.

THE MARÍA LUISA ANCIENT ROMAN CITY
PARK
OF ITÁLICA

In 1893 María Luisa, the Duchess of
Montpensier, donated part of her
private gardens to the city of Seville
for use as a public park. With the
Ibero-American World Fair of 1929
and the construction of the Plaza de
España and Plaza de América the
park became one of Seville's most
important tourist references.
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The city of Itálica, located in the
outskirts of Seville, was the birthplace
of the Roman emperors Trajan and
Hadrian. Founded in 206 BC, it was one
of the earliest Roman settlements in
Spain. There are remarkable mosaics,
an impressive amphitheater and
archeological remains that give more
than a glimpse of life during the Roman
Empire.

THE ALCÁZAR
PALACE

The Alcázar Palace was built by
Castilian Christians on the site of a
Muslim residential fortress. It is a
preeminent example of Mudéjar
architecture in the Iberian Peninsula,
and is universally renowned as one of
the most beautiful. It is also the
oldest royal palace still in use in
Europe.
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F I R S T

S P R I N G

S E M E S T E R

D A Y

T R I P

TRAVELING TO THE TOWN OF
CÓRDOBA
A day spent visiting the Ancient Muslim Mosque, the medieval Jewish
quarters, and the summer palace of the Catholic Sovereigns in one of
the most charming towns of Spain.

Click on pictures to see Facebook album.
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DURING THIS MONTH

Extracurricular
Activities
OUR STUDENTS TOOK PART IN ALL KINDS OF ACTIVITIES!

.

SPANISH COOKING CLASSES
In a festive atmosphere our students have learned
how to make two of Spain's best known and most
loved dishes: "Paella" and "Tortilla Española", or
the Potato Omelette.

SEASONAL PARTIES
We had a surprise celebration at the gates of the
ancient Roman city of Itálica for our students and
professors with fresh fruit, cakes, cookies and
chocolates for Valentine's day

FLAMENCO DANCE LESSONS
Our students have learned how to dance
"Sevillanas", a style of Flamenco that is the best
known folk dance of Spain and the most typical
dance of the April Fair of Seville!
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SERVICE LEARNING &
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Recognizing the interest many students have
in reaching out to the wider community by
participating in social service the ICS works
in collaboration with the Prodean
Foundation. This semester our students have
signed up to work with school children from
an underprivileged neighborhood
A number of ICS students have also begun
teaching English at a local school,
collaborating with a student travel agency,
and even working as Social Media Managers
at the ICS!
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UPCOMING AT THE ICS
Cultural
Visits.
During this
month we will
have a guided visit to
Seville's Gothic
Cathedral and an
overnight visit to the
beautiful city of
Granada.

Weekend
Trips.
In March our
students will take
part in an overnight
visit to the beautiful
city of Granada.

Follow us to stay updated and visit our website to
learn more about our programs!
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